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Introduction
In this paper, we consider a special periodic vehicle routing problem with time windows constraints arising in the home health care industry in France. Home Health Care (HHC) is a growing medical service in France. The objective of the HHC operation is to provide high quality services to the patients at home in order to help them recover from the illness or injury in a personal environment. This paper addresses the logistic issues in HHC operation. The typical logistic services in the HHC involve delivering the medicines and medical instruments to patients, picking up the biological samples from patients at home and bring them to a medical laboratory, collecting medical waste from patient's home and bring them back to dispose, etc. Such distributing and collecting jobs are served by the HHC company for a large number of patients stayed at their own home. From the view of the HHC company, the core component in the home health care logistics is to find a feasible working schedule to their drivers and vehicles, so as to satisfy the requirements of patients, reduce operating cost, and improve service quality. Apart from these vehicle routing decisions, planning decisions also need to be made to determine the days each patient is served as patients of an HHC often require more than one delivery or pickup services. In practice, HHC usually builds a weekly logistics plan that of course needs to be adapted to face random events such as emergency demands.
Roughly speaking, the HHC logistics problem considered in this paper consists in assigning visit days for each patient to meet demands of patients and designing vehicles routes for each day to visit each assigned patient during that day within a specified time window.
Some patient visits are preceded by a hospital visit to pick up special drugs or followed by a lab visit to drop blood samples. Clearly, assigning suitable visiting days to each patient and optimizing these repetitive operations can generate significant cost savings for the HHC logistics operation. In this paper, we address this special optimization problem in HHC logistics and call it the Periodic Home Health Care Pickup and Delivery Problem (PHHPDP).
The PHHPDP is similar to the Periodic Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows
(PVRPTW) [1] , a combination of the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (VRPTW) and the Periodic Vehicle Routing Problem (PVRP). The PVRPTW considers how to serve customers during a planning horizon under time window constraints. Although the VRPTW and PVRP have received considerable attention both in theoretical research and in real world applications, the literature on the PVRPTW is rather limited.
Our PHHPDP has its own characteristics and cannot be solved as a PVRPTW directly due to the following reasons. First, in the PVRP and PVRPTW, vehicles only take goods from the depot to each client to satisfy its demand. In our problem the distribution and collection tasks are more complex. According to the origin and destination of the transportation requirements, 3 there are four types of logistic demands faced by the HHC company: (1) distribute drugs/medical devices from the HHC depot more precisely the HHC pharmacy to patients' homes; (2) collect the load (unused drugs/medical devices) from the patients' homes back to the depot; (3) deliver special drugs, from a hospital to patients, e.g., chemotherapy drugs for cancer treatment; (4) pick up the blood samples from patients' home to the lab. A patient may have different types of demands, simultaneously. For example, a patient's daily request may consist of both getting the medicines from the hospital, and sending the biological samples from his home to the lab.
In practice, workload balancing among different vehicles/drivers is as important as minimizing the total travel distance usually optimized in the literature. We adopt a special objective in our problem, minimizing the length of the longest route in the planning horizon.
Similar objective function is called min-max in the VRP and multiple traveling salesman problem (m-TSP). The reader is sent to [2] for a survey on m-TSP, and to [3] for an application in newspaper printing industry, where a parallel machines with sequence dependent setups problem is modeled as a m-TSP with workload balancing.
In most HHC applications the vehicle capacity is hardly a limiting factor as goods under consideration (e.g., a box of medicine, a piece of blood sample) often have small size. For this reason, we assume unlimited vehicle capacity in our PHHPDP. Based on this condition, another important logistics problem TSP with Time Windows [4] can be seen as a special case of PHHPDP with one day planning horizon, one vehicle and no hospital and lab visits. Since the TSP with time windows has been proven to be NP-hard, and finding a feasible solution is NP-complete [5] , the PHHPDP is also NP-hard.
In this paper, we will build several Tabu Search (TS) algorithms to address this special periodic vehicle scheduling problem. The TS scheme is similar to that of Cordeau et al. [6] with some innovative elements: (1) an augmented criterion taking into account constraint violations with penalty factors dynamically adjusted according to the feasibility of the resulting solution, (2) neighborhood search with both inter-route and intra-route local searches, (3) combination of feasible and infeasible local searches. Especially, numerical results show that infeasible local search with small probability followed by feasible search with high probability is an interesting combination in TS.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a survey of relevant literature. Section 3 gives the notation and problem definition. Section 4 proposes TS algorithms for solving the problem. Section 5 presents the computational experiments on the instances derived from existing VRPs benchmarks and on real-life data. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions and future research directions. 4 
Literature review
Despite the importance of HHC services, only a few papers deal with the HHC problems.
Begur et al. [7] designed a decision support system for home health care in United States.
Classical savings algorithm and nearest neighbor heuristics were used for optimizing routes.
Cheng and Rich [8] studied a HHC model of scheduling full time nurses and part time nurses.
The problem, similar to the Multi-depot VRPTW, is to find an optimal schedule such that each nurse leaves from his/her home, visits a number of patients within their time windows, and return home. Two mixed integer programming models and a two-phase construction heuristic were proposed. Bertels and Fahle [9] solved their HHC problem with a hybridization of constraint programming and meta-heuristics including simulated annealing and tabu search. In the decision support system LAPS CARE by Eveborn et al. [10] , the HHC problem is formulated as a set partitioning problem with the objective of matching visits to staff members and solved by repeated matching algorithm. Kergosien et al. [11] addressed an assignment and routing problem of HHC workers to care activities. The problem is equivalent to the m-TSP with time windows under some specific constraints. An integer linear program was proposed and solved with a commercial solver. Two more recent research are formed by Trautsamwieser et al. [12] and Nickel et al. [13] . Trautsamwieser et al. [12] considered the HHC services problem during natural disasters (especially flood disaster) in Austria. The problem is formulated as a rich VRP with state-dependent breaks in order to minimize the sum of driving times and waiting times, and the dissatisfaction levels of clients and nurses. A mathematical formulation and a variable neighborhood search based approach were proposed for the daily HHC problem. Nickel et al. [13] considered routing and scheduling problems arising in the context of HHC services in Germany. A two stage approach was proposed to determine an optimal weekly service plan. A constraint programming heuristic generates a weekly schedule by minimizing the number of nurse visiting tours. Different heuristic approaches then modify and improve the initial solution to incorporate changes into existing plan. With two real-world data sets they showed the benefit of using the proposed approaches in HHC context.
Compared with existing researches, our study considers HHC operations from a new perspective. We focus on picking up and delivering materials and goods (e.g., medicines, medical instruments, and biological samples) among HHC depot, patient homes, medical laboratory, and hospital. To our best knowledge, our paper is the first to incorporate the schedule of visiting medical laboratory, and hospital in the HHC service problem.
As mentioned above, our PHHPDP model is similar to the PVRPTW. As the PVRPTW has attracted little attention in the literature, we focus our review on the PVRP and its variants.
The PVRP has been widely studied in the literature. The first problem motivating the PVRP was introduced by Beltrami and Bodin [14] . The PVRP was formally defined by Russell and 5 Igo [15] as the 'assignment routing problem', and first formulated by Christofides and Beasley [16] . Early heuristics for the PVRP focused on classical construction heuristics [15] [16]. From the mid of 1990s, some meta-heuristics have been proposed. Chao et al. [17] developed a two phase, record-to-record travel algorithm for the PVRP. Cordeau et al. [6] proposed a sophisticated tabu search for the PVRP, which allows infeasible solutions during the search process. Mourgaya and Vanderbeck [18] constructed an approximate solution for the PVRP using a truncated column generation procedure followed by a rounding heuristic.
Hemmelmayr et al. [19] and Pirkwieser and Raidl [20, 21] adopted variable neighborhood search methods for the PVRP. Pirkwieser and Raidl [22] presented a column generation approach for obtaining strong lower bounds to the PVRP with time windows. Then, Pirkwieser and Raidl [23] investigated two new variants of heuristics and tested them on the PVRP with time windows, in which variable neighborhood search and evolutionary algorithm were combined with parts of a column generation approach. Gulczynski et al. [24] developed a heuristic for the period vehicle routing problem by using an integer program and the record-to-record travel algorithm. Vidal et al. [25, 26] proposed hybrid genetic algorithms for the PVRP and multi-depot PVRP. Very recently, Cacchiani et al [27] presented a new hybrid optimization algorithm and apply it to solving PVRP and PTSP. This algorithm is based on the linear programming relaxation of a set-covering-like integer linear programming formulation of the problem with additional constraints. A recent sophisticated exact method for the PVRP has been proposed by Baldacci et al. [28] .
Besides the basic PVRP, some variants have also been presented and studied. Lacomme et al. [29] introduced and solved a problem called periodic capacitated arc routing problem, where the vehicles must serve a set of arcs in the graph. Cornillier et al. [30] developed a heuristic for the periodic petrol stations replenishment problem in order to maximize the total profit equal to the revenue, minus routing costs and regular and overtime costs. Angelelli et al. [31] and Wen et al. [32] studied the dynamic PVRP in which customer orders are dynamically revealed over time. Angelelli and Grazia Speranza [33] studied an extension of the PVRP where vehicles can renew their capacity at some intermediate facilities. Francis et al. [34] considered a special PVRP in which service frequency is a decision of the model. Gulczynski et al. [24] addressed the PVRP while considering reassigning customers to new routes, and balancing the workload among drivers across routes. When only one vehicle is available every day and vehicle capacity and traveling duration are not considered, the PVRP becomes the Periodic Traveling Salesman Problem (PTSP). Some heuristics for the PVRP can be adopted for the PTSP. Specialized heuristics for the PTSP can be found in [6, 16, 19, 24] .
Compared with the PVRP, the PVRPTW receive much less attentions. Cordeau et al. [1] introduced this problem and designed a tabu search to solve it. Recently, Yu and Yang [35] used an ant colony optimization to solve the PVRPTW. 6 In our research the objective is to minimize the length of the longest of all the routes, i.e., the min-max objective. In the field of the VRPs, PVRPs and m-TSPs, the research with the min-max objective is very limited. The m-TSP is a special case of the VRP with unlimited vehicle capacity. França et al. [36] proposed a tabu search algorithm for the min-max m-TSP, which minimizes the cost of the most expensive route among all salesmen. Somhom et al. [37] and Modares et al. [38] developed self-organizing artificial neural network approaches for the m-TSP with min-max objective function. Arkin et al. [39] proved the NP-hardness of the min-max VRP and provided constant ratio approximation algorithms. Golden et al. [40] proposed a tabu search based adaptive memory procedure for both the VRP and m-TSP with min-max objective. Valle et al. [41] investigated an interesting min-max selective VRP, where not all customers have to be served.
Although a large number of methods have been proposed for periodic VRPs, e.g., PVRP, PTSP and PVRPTW, we find that all these research try to generate routes that minimize total vehicle traveling distance or time, or the number of the vehicles, etc. To the best of our knowledge, no literature considers the min-max VRPs with time windows in a planning horizon, i.e., min-max PVRPTW. Actually, even neglecting time windows constraints, the remaining min-max PVRP has never been considered in the existing literature.
Note that the PHHPDP can be seen as a special kind of Pickup and Delivery problem (PDP) [42] [43] [44] . For example, we can split the hospital (lab) into several demand-based auxiliary nodes; each one represents the original of a patient needing medicines from hospital (who has bio samples to be send to the lab). Then, the PHHPDP can be transformed into a Periodic Pickup and Delivery Problem with Time Windows at the cost of an artificial increase of the problem size. Although some heuristics [45] and exact approaches [46, 47] have been designed for the PDP with Time Windows, there is no research about the Periodic PDPTW.
Even for a relatively simple version, the Periodic PDP, we cannot find any literature about this problem.
Notation and problem definition
The PHHPDP in home health care logistics is defined formally on a graph as follows. Let G = (V, A) be a graph, with node set V= {0, 1, ..., n, n+1}∪{h, l} and arc set A={(i, j): i, jV, i≠j}. N = {1, ..., n} denotes the set of patient locations, h and l denote a hospital and a lab, nodes 0 and n+1 the origin and destination depots of the home health care company. Node n+1 is the same location as node 0, implying that each vehicle starts and ends at the depot.
The location of each node (its x-and y-coordinates) is known. A homogeneous fleet of K vehicles, initially located at the depot, is available to serve the patients. Vehicle capacity is not considered, as it is hardly the limiting constraint in practice.
There are three classes of patients. A patient of class 1 denoted as P 1 requires delivery 7 from the depot to home or pick up from home to the depot. A patient of class 2 denoted as P 2 requires delivery from the hospital to home. A patient of class 3 denoted as P 3 A vehicle is allowed to arrive at a location i before a i and wait until the patient becomes available, but arrivals after b i are prohibited. Each vehicle starts at time 0 from node 0, travels to the location of the first node i 1 on its route, waits till the availability of the node at a i1 , then travels to the location of the second node and so on and so forth till visiting all nodes on its route and returning to the node n+1. We call the length of a route the total routing costs of arcs visited by the vehicle. A route is said infeasible if the vehicle arrives at a node i after b i , or a P 2 -patient visit is not preceded by a hospital h visit, or a P 3 -patient visit is not followed The visit frequency, the service patterns, and time windows are defined for patients instead of demands. This implies that all demands of a patient share the same visit frequency and visiting a patient on a given day implies serving all its demands. Extension to patients having demands of different visit frequency and different time windows is addressed at the end of this section.
The PHHPDP consists in selecting a service pattern for each patient and designing daily vehicle routes, such that: (1) visits to patients match to selected patterns, (2) each patient is visited at most once a day, (3) at most K routes starting from and ending at the depot are used each day, (4) each route must satisfy time windows and precedence constraints on each patient node, (5) minimizing the length of the longest route in the planning horizon. As the vehicle capacity is infinite, each vehicle requires at most one daily visit to the lab and to the hospital. and i'' is zero and the distance between i' (i'') and another node j equals the distance of i and j.
All time window and precedence constraints can be transformed accordingly..
Solution procedure for the PHHPDP
In this section, we propose a tabu search (TS)-based algorithm to solve the PHHPDP. The proposed TS algorithm in Figure 1 is based on the general TS framework developed by Cordeau et al. [6] . Similar attribute set and augmented criterion function for constraint violations have been successfully adapted in TS algorithms to solve some variants of the VRP [48] [49] [50] . The algorithm starts from an initial solution s that can be feasible or infeasible. The tabu list and aspiration value of each attribute are then initialized. Neighbor search is applied to solution s by executing some inter-route local moves. The best solution s′ is selected from neighbor solutions that are either not tabu or satisfy some aspiration criterion. Solution s′ is further modified and improved by intra-route local search methods (Section 4.4). We then update the tabu list, aspiration level of each attribute and some algorithm parameters. The TS restarts from s=s' till a stopping criterion is met.
Although the basic structure of our approach is similar to that proposed in Cordeau et al. [6] , there are some key differences with respect to: (1) the construction method of the initial solution, (2) Figure 1 . General structure of TS algorithm
Augmented criterion function
In our approach, each solution corresponds to a set of routes for each day. For each route, the visit times at different nodes are determined by taking into account the visiting sequence and the earliest available time of each node. As both feasible and infeasible solutions are allowed, a solution s is evaluated by an augmented cost function
f(s)=c(s)+α q(s)+β g(s) where c(s) is the original objective function, i.e. the length of the longest route, q(s) and g(s)
denote the total violation of time window and precedence constraints of all the routes, 10 respectively,  and  are penalization parameters. q(s) and g(s) are defined as follows: 
Initial solution
We first apply the following heuristic procedure to generate an initial solution of PHHPDP for the TS algorithm. Time windows are not considered here and hence the initial solution can be infeasible.
Step 1: Select randomly a service pattern for each patient.
Step 2: Repeat 3-6 to build the vehicle routes for each day d' = 1, …, d.
Step 3: Sort patients of day d′ in ascending order of their angular coordinate in the polar coordinate representation with the depot at the origin.
Step 4: Determine the patient i which is closest to the depot. Generate the first route on day d′ to serve patient i. Initialize the counter k=1 of the route number.
Step 5: Repeat 6 for each patient j in cyclic order of Step 2 starting from patient i.
Step 6: Insert j into a route k'{1,…, min(K, k+1)} with the minimal route length after insertion of j.
At
Step 1 each patient is assigned a random pattern. We then solve the VRPs with min-max objective on each day by neglecting time windows. We first generate in Step 4 a route from the depot to the closest patient i. If this patient i belongs to P 2 or P 3 set, the first 11 route is (depot-h-i-depot) or (depot-i-l-depot) in order to include the corresponding hospital or lab visit. The other patients are then inserted in step 6 in ascending order of their angular coordinate by starting from patient i. Each patient j is inserted in an existing route or a new one such that the length after its insertion of the selected route is minimized. The position in a route of the patient j to insert is determined by exhaustive search. For the insertion of a P 2 or P 3 patient in a route k, the position of the hospital or lab must be considered simultaneously by exhaustive search. If j is the first P 2 patient in route k, we should also insert the hospital visit at the least cost position. If a hospital already exists in the route k, we also try to relocate it at each possible position (before all P 2 patient) when inserting patient j.
Attribute set, tabu list, aspiration and stopping criterion
Generally, TS utilizes some form of adaptive memory, called tabu list and tabu duration, to implement a diversification strategy. In our approach, each solution is characterized by an One simple aspiration criterion is adopted in TS. Each attribute is associated with an aspiration value, which is defined as the cost of the best feasible solution found with that attribute. Thus, a neighbor solution s of the current solution s can be considered only when:
(1) all new attributes which are not in s but in s , are non-tabu, or (2) s is feasible and () fsis less than the aspiration values of these attributes.
Three stopping criterion in TS is: (1) after a fixed number N 1 of iterations, or (2) after a fixed number N 2 of iterations without improving the current best solution, (3) after a fixed total running time T.
Neighborhood
Essentially, TS algorithm keeps on finding the best neighbor of the current solution. A solution that can be obtained from a given solution using an allowable move is called a neighbor. Three inter-route local moves are considered in our TS algorithm:
(1) Remove a customer i from vehicle route k, and insert it at least cost into another route k′ on the same day, k′ ≠ k. Note here route k′ may be nonempty or empty route. All customers i and destination route k' are considered each day. The size of this move is O(n·d). is inserted into route k′ in day d′ while the increase in f(s) is minimized. Here, we allow route k′ to be a nonempty or empty route. The size of this move is
The neighborhood N(s) of a solution s consists of all the solutions that can be obtained by performing one of the foregoing transformations. We should point out that, during each local move when a patient is deleted from or inserted into a route, we do not modify hospital and lab visits in this route. For example, when inserting a patient in route k′, we do not remove, relocate or insert the hospital visiting or the lab visiting in the route even if it is necessary to satisfy the new patient. When the best neighbor is obtained, we deal with each modified route in this neighbor as follows: (1) we remove the un-necessary hospital or lab visit from a modified route. That is to say, if there is no more P 2 (P 3 ) patient in route k after the move, we remove the hospital (lab) in route k, (2) we insert the missing and necessary hospital or lab visit into the modified route. For example, when a patient i is inserted into route k′ and i is the only P 2 (P 3 ) patient in this route, we should add the hospital (lab) into route k′. We insert the lab and hospital into the route at feasible positions with the smallest increment augmented cost. At this step, the precedence constraints are satisfied and g(s)=0, i.e. the hospital is visited before all P 2 patients and the lab is visited after all P 3 patients.
Hybrid Tabu Search with Local Search
Our approach hybridizes a Tabu Search algorithm and local search procedures. The Tabu Search procedure applies inter-routes movements between pair of routes, as shown in Section 4.4. Then, the solution obtained by Tabu Search inter-routes movements is further improved by means of intra-route Local Search procedures. Such combination of local search procedures has been proved to be an effective strategy to improve the performances of meta-heuristics. For example, Yu et al. [51] designed an improved ant colony system algorithm to solve the VRP, in which intra-route search is adopted to improve individual routes of current solution during the iteration. Jozefowiez et al. [52] proposed an evolutionary algorithm for the VRP with route balancing, and an intra-route local search (2-opt) was chosen to improve each route of each offspring solution. Some researchers adopted both intra-route and inter-route search in their algorithms for the VRP [53] [54] [55] . Similarly, in a weighted tardiness minimization problem of parallel machines, Della Croce et al. [56] applied local search on each machine independently at each algorithm iteration. Concerning the Tabu 13 Search, the GENI heuristic in [6] plays a role as intra-route local search. Similar way was used in the tabu search [57] for solving an open VRP. In Brandão's tabu search, each iteration of the TS modifies only two routes of the current solution. Two simple heuristics, the Nearest Neighbor method and the Unstringing and Stringing procedure, were applied in Gendreau et al. [58] to improve two modified routes. Both our approach and the TS of [6] use inter-route local search to get the best solution s' from N(s). However, we adopt two special and new local search strategies to improve each route independently, not only for the modified routes.
The first type of local search is called Infeasible Local Search (ILS) and the second Feasible Local Search (FLS).
FLS is the widely used classical local search method. It can be used to improve route construction methods [59] , or be hybridized with meta-heuristics [60, 61] . FLS starts from a feasible solution and improves it by local moves. Once a neighbor solution is identified, it is compared against the current solution. If the neighboring solution is better, it replaces the current solution, and the search procedure continues. In the FLS, each neighbor solution must be feasible. Compared with FLS, ILS can be applied to both feasible and infeasible solutions.
Meanwhile, during the ILS search, both feasible and infeasible neighbor solutions may be generated.
In the paper, the FLS starts from a feasible seed solution and improves each route by using 1-1exchange, 1-0 relocation, 2-Opt exchange. The 1-1 exchange tries to exchange the positions of two nodes (patient, lab and hospital) in a route. The 1-0 exchange is the relocation of one node, i.e., transferring a node from its position to another position in the same route. The 2-opt exchange tries to improve the route by replacing two of its edges (i, i+1), (j, j+1) by two new edges (i, j) and (i+1, j+1). The first-accept strategy is used, i.e. once a feasible and better route is found, it is adopted as the new seed for repeating the local search.
The whole local search stops when no additional improvement can be obtained. Note that during the search procedure, time window and precedence constraints must be satisfied. For each route o, FLS uses its real distance c(o) to evaluate the cost of a local move. Compared with FLS, infeasible moves are allowed in the ILS, i.e., the time window and precedence constraints can be violated at each move. For each route r, ILS uses the augmented criterion To our best knowledge, such hybridization scheme has never been proposed for solving the VRP and relative problems. Thus, in our experiments, we will intensively test and compare these five tabu search algorithms.
Computational experiments
This section presents computational experiments designed to assess the performance of the proposed method. Since there is no benchmark data available for the problem of this paper, we construct some test instances based on existing VRPTW benchmarks. We also test our algorithm on the classical min-max Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem (min-max MTSP), which can be seen as a special case of our problem with a planning horizon of one day and without hospital, lab and time windows. We extend TS algorithm and test it on another rather classical problem, Periodic Traveling Salesman Problem (PTSP), which is similar to our problem but with only one vehicle, with a different objective function and without hospital and lab visit. Concerning the latter two problems, our approaches are compared with the state of the art algorithms. Finally, we also compare solutions obtained by our algorithm against real-life routing plan built by a French home health care company.
All algorithms of this paper are implemented in C on a 3.2 GHz Dual Core computer with a 2 GB memory under Linux. All tabu search algorithms run 10 times for each test instance.
The best, the average, the worst results and the average running time are obtained from 10 runs for each TS algorithm, and used to assess the performances of these algorithms. Table 2 summarizes the parameter setting of the algorithms used in the computational experiments.
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PHHPDP instances derived from VRPTW benchmarks
We first derive test instances from existing VRPTW benchmarks of Solomon [62] , and new instances for our problem with 3Z patients as follows. We randomly choose 3Z
customers from the Solomon instance as the P 1 patients, then, Z P 2 and Z P 3 patients are randomly selected from P 1 patients. Therefore, the generated instances contain 5Z demands required by 3Z patients. The depot is located as in Solomon instances at (40, 50) for C-type and RC-type instances and at (35, 35) R-type instance, and the locations of lab and hospital are (90, 50) and (10, 15) . For each Solomon-based instance, the planning horizon is 7 days, and service frequency is generated uniformly in [1, 5] . The service days are randomly selected in the 7 days. For each patient, the time window in Solomon instance is used directly.
Concerning the depot, lab and hospital, the earliest times of their time windows are inherited from Solomon's depot time window. The latest time of depot time window in the Solomon instance is multiplied by 120%, and assigned to the depot, lab and hospital in our test instance as the end of new time window. Even so, there may exist some 'violative' P 3 (or P 2 ) patients, e.g., even if a vehicle starts from depot and goes to a P 3 patient directly, then goes to lab and returns back to the depot, this vehicle still breaks the time window of the depot (later than the end of the depot time window). If such violative patients exist in our instance, the latest time of time windows of lab, hospital and depot are multiplied by 120% again until all violative patients are eliminated. In the preliminary experiment, we find that violative patients are eliminated after two tries.
For each Solomon instance, the above constructing procedure is repeated twice, generating one small size (Z=10 and total 50 demands), one medium size (Z=20 and total 100 demands) instance. For each small/medium size instance, 10 and 15 vehicles are available, 16 respectively. For these small and moderate test instances, the stopping criteria of tabu search algorithms are: N 1 =15000, N 2 =9000 and T=∞, i.e., the whole search stops after 15000 iterations, or 9000 unimproved iterations.
Besides Solomon's instances, we also create 18 large instances from VRPTW instances of Gehring and Homberger [63] . These VRPTW instances are similar to but larger than Solomon instances, containing hundreds of customers. We choose 6 instances from Gehring and
Homberger VRPTW benchmarks, each of which contains 400 customers. Each instance undergoes the same procedure described above three times with Z=70. The coordinates of the depot are kept at (100, 100), and the locations of lab and hospital are still (90, 50) and (10, 15) .
Thus, we generate 18 new instances for our study. Each of these large instances contains 210 patients and 350 demands. For each instance, 15 vehicles are available, the planning horizon is 7 days, and the maximal service frequency for each patient is 3 times. For these large size instances, in order to save the computational time, we reduce the maximum number of iterations in the TS, i.e., N 1 =5000, N 2 =3000 and T=∞.
Probabilities of feasible and infeasible local searches, and penalty parameters update scheme
We first conduct some experiments to find appropriate probability parameters, p FLS and
In a preliminary experiment, we find that the performance of TS can be improved by using a relative high probability of FLS improvement methods. Thus, we set p FLS equal to 80%. To the best of our knowledge, there is no research about the probability of applying infeasible local search procedure. Among the instances generated from Solomon instances are presented in Table 12 in the Appendix.
In Table 3 Based on this setting, we also test the way of updating the penalty parameters in the tabu search. In Cordeau et al. [6] , different penalty parameters, e.g., parameters for violation of vehicle load and time window constraints, are adjusted with respect to solution's feasibility, simultaneously. That is to say, once a constraint is not satisfied in current solution, all penalty parameters are modified by a factor larger than 1. Otherwise, parameters are divided by this factor. In our approach, each penalty parameter is adjusted according to whether its corresponding constraint is violated or not (See section 4.1). To compare these two updating mechanism, we run TS I-F-S with both mechanisms to solve the 10 instances selected above. We compare the results of two updating schemes in Table 4 , with two major columns of 'Synchronous update' and 'Asynchronous update'. We report the best, average and the worst solution costs of 10 runs for each test instance. Meanwhile, we provide some detailed information about the best solution, i.e., the number of routes, the number of visits to the hospital, the number of visits to the lab, and the number of routes which visit neither lab nor hospital. These numbers are listed in the bracket, beside the best solution cost and separated by oblique line. Our 'asynchronous update' can find 9 better solutions, while 'synchronous update' finds 8 better solutions. Concerning the sum of the best solution costs, the gap is only −0.18%. Such gaps are rather small. But if we focus on 'BR' column, i.e., the number of best solutions, 'asynchronous update' can find best solution 40 times, while 'synchronous' can only find 29 times. Note that similar 'asynchronous update' is also used in Vidal et al. [25] to dynamically adjust the penalty parameters during the iterations of their (GA) algorithm to favor the generation of naturally feasible individuals. 
Computational results on PHHPDP instances
The computational results obtained on the VRPTW-based PHHPDP instances are summarized in Tables 5 and 6 . Detailed computational results are presented in Tables 13-15 in the Appendix. Table 5 shows the average min-max objective costs by grouping instances according to the number of demands (column De) and the type of the instance (column Type).
The results are obtained from 10 independent runs for each instance of five approaches, TS C , TS I-F-S , TS FLS , TS ILS , and TS F-I-P . Columns 'Best', 'Average' and 'Worst' present the best, the average and the worst solution costs over 10 runs. Column 'CPU' gives the average computational time for one run in seconds. Table 6 shows the number of best run of each algorithm on each type and scale instances.
We can assert some conclusions from the data in Tables 5 and 6 Figure 2 illustrates the number of 'best run' of each TS approach over different scale-type instances. As shown in Figure 2 , the line of TS I-F-S is always the highest one, i.e. TS I-F-S has the highest number of 'best run' for different scale-type of instances. Figure 3 illustrate the mean value of the average solution costs among 10 independent runs for different instances of the same scale and the same type, for different scale-type instances. The line of TS I-F-S is always the lowest one, i.e. TS I-F-S has the ability of finding the smallest cost of solutions. 19 Apart from the TS I-F-S approach, TS FLS and TS F-I-P also generate good results. We do not recommend TS C since its worst solution cost over 10 runs for each instance is significantly worse than best approaches. As shown in Table 5 Note that the improved solution quality of TS I-F-S is obtained at the cost of longer computation time. Over total 54 test instances, the CPU time of TS I-F-S is on average 17.02%, 13.90%, 13.51% longer than that of TS C , TS FLS and TS F-I-P , respectively. The differences of computation time between TS I-F-S and other approaches are especially true for problem instances of the largest size. We also try to extend the running time of TS C , TS FLS and TS F-I-P to that with TS I-F-S for some randomly selected sample instances. The superiority of TS I-F-S remains true and TS FLS and TS F-I-P are still the next two best approaches.
These experimental results also indicate that the local search procedures play a useful role in the TS algorithm. The performance of basic TS (TS C ) can be improved by integrating the classical local search FLS (TS FLS ). Further improvement can be obtained by combining FLS and ILS whether sequentially (TS I-F-S ) or in parallel (TS I-F-P
). Of course, we must point out that only using IFS in basic TS (TS ILS ) leads to the deterioration of TS performance. 20 In Figure 4 , we show routes given by TS I-F-S for the VRPTW C104-based instance. This instance contains 30 clients and a horizon of 7 days. We show the routes of days 1 and 5. In Figure 4 each client is labeled with a client-number and its demand type. As stated in Section 5.1, all clients are P 1 patients. If a client is also a P 2 (or P 3 ) patient, we mark P 2 (or P 3 ) beside this client. Otherwise, this client is marked as P 1 . 
Real-World Case Study
In this section, we test the performances of our proposed algorithms using field data of OIKIA Company HHC operations, which is located in Saint-Etienne, a French city of about 450,000 inhabitants. OIKIA provides various levels of home health care depending on customer's need. We collected five sets of field data, corresponding to five different weeks 22 (5 working days a week). The customers are citizens of Saint Etienne. Two vehicles provide HHC services to these customers. Most customers need services two or three days a week. We use google map (http://maps.google.fr/) to get the travel distance between any two points, and assume a vehicle speed of 35 KM/h. Detailed field data, e.g., customer number in each data set, are shown in Table 7 . We did not get access to the actual routes, but OIKIA's manager and planners gave their rules to assign and schedule the demands. In the current OIKIA HHC operations, the company has some predetermined rules to construct vehicle routes. The scheduler develops weekly vehicle scheduling according to these routes manually. The scheduling includes the following steps: (1) Try to balance the number of customers served each day, determine the visit day for each customer requiring multiple visits. At the end of this step, the visit requirements of each day are known. (2) For each day, the customers are divided into groups according to their geographic distribution, i.e., the zip codes. Each group is assigned to one vehicle (driver). (3) Calculate the workload of each vehicle and adjust the customers between vehicle routes with regards to the workload balancing among different vehicle drivers. For example, exchange and relocate customer between routes, especially the customers located on the border between different zip districts. We refer to these solutions executed by the company as the 'OIKIA solution'.
For each data instance, we have also run our TS I-F-S 10 times, each run with a computation time of 2 minutes. The costs of OIKIA and TS I-F-S solutions are presented and compared in Table 7 . Columns 'vehicle1' and 'vehicle2' represent average daily travel distance of each vehicle, and column 'Max-route' represents the travel distance of the longest route during a week (the optimization objective of this paper). The last column 'Dev' indicates the percentage deviations of 'Max-route' between OIKIA and our TS I-F-S solutions. Regarding the longest route during a week, clearly we get better result than that of the OIKIA solution. For five real-life instances, the longest route's distances of TS I-F-S is shorter than that of OIKIA with deviations of 10.08%, 16.59%, 15.73%, 8.41% and 9.31%. The TS I-F-S approach finds better solutions that balance the workloads of the two vehicles (drivers). Meanwhile, the superiority of TS I-F-S solution is also notable with regard to the total travel distances of each vehicle during a week, although it is not the original objective in our work. TS I-F-S solutions reduce the total travel distances of vehicle 1 and 2 by 2.15% and 6.88% respectively. For the real-world case study, we find that for some customers (about 30-40%), the visit days (i.e. the selected pattern) are different between 'OIKIA solution' and our result. Of course, almost for all the routes, their structures are different in two solutions. But some good components (a visit sequence of some customers) exist in routes of both solutions. The two main weaknesses of the OIKIA planner's procedure are: (1) they not take into account temporal time windows in the clustering step; (2) the clustering is based on a static geographical decomposition (ZIP codes) which does not depend on actual instance. Our integrated approach tends to avoid these defaults. 23 
Test on min-max multiple TSP benchmarks
This section considers a special case with only P 1 patients without time window constraints over a planning horizon of one day. The problem reduces to the classical
Min-Max Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem (min-max MTSP). We test TS I-F-S on the
min-max MTSP benchmark, and compare our results with existing solutions. Golden et al. Results of our algorithm are detailed in Tables 8 and 9 . In Table 8 , columns 'Instance', 'n' and 'K' give the instance, the number of patients and vehicles. For each algorithm, the best solution over 10 runs (see columns 'Best') and the average single run computing time in seconds (see columns 'CPU') are given. Deviations between NN and our tabu search approach with the two stop criteria are given in columns 'Dev%'.
Similarly, Table 9 compares TS I-F-S with the ATS approach of Golden et al. [40] and NN 24 approach of Somhom et al. [37] on Golden's test instances. For each Golden's instance, Golden et al. were able to generate the best known result. Note that in Table 9 , columns 'Dev' indicate the deviation between 'ATS' and 'TS I-F-S ' and the deviation between 'NN' and 'TS I-F-S ′', respectively.
Although our heuristics are not designed for the min-max MTSP, results in Tables 8 and 9 indicate that the performance of the proposed TS I-F-S algorithm is still very good. TS I-F-S with first stop criterion is able to improve the best known solution for 18 out of 24 Somhom's test instances. The average best solution cost found by TS I-F-S is 4.17% smaller than the previous best known solution. Even with reduced running time our approach, TS I-F-S ′, still can find better solutions for 14 out of 24 test instances. Regarding Golden's instances in Table 9 , our TS I-F-S algorithm with the first stop criterion is able to get 5 new best solutions and find 6 existing best solutions out of 17 instances. But using the first stop criterion, TS I-F-S requires long computing times compared with ATS, which was running on a SUN SPARC 10.
However, TS I-F-S ′ allows getting solutions close to best ones, as the average deviation from the best solution of the literature is 1.6%. Furthermore, TS I-F-S ′ obviously outperforms the method of Somhom et al. [37] . TS I-F-S ′ is able to improve Somhom's best solutions for 14 out of 17 instances and gives two new best solutions. The average best solution cost found by TS I-F-S ′ is 1.37% smaller than previous Somhom's best solution. Despite the bias in the comparison between algorithms running on different machines, we can state that our approach gets slightly worse on average than the state of the art heuristic (ATS) on min-max MTSP, and outperforms another very fast heuristic (NN). Asterisk indicates the new best solution and boldface shows best result between TS I-F-S ′ and NN.
Test on the Periodic Traveling Salesman Problem benchmarks
Besides the min-max objective adopted in this paper, some other objectives, such as total travel distance minimization, are widely used in VRPs. Our TS algorithm is flexible and can be extended to other objectives. In this subsection, we simply explain how to extend our 26 heuristic to minimize the total travel distance.
To minimize the total travel distance, we keep the initial solution of Section 4.1 despite its poor performance for this new objective. During the neighbor search, solutions are evaluated as f′(s) =c′(s), where c′(s) is the total travel distance. Similar evaluation is needed in the local search procedure for intra-route improvement. Finally, the aspiration value of each attribute is the total travel distances of the best feasible solution found with this attribute.
The modified TS I-F-S is tested on existing Periodic Traveling Salesman Problem (PTSP)
benchmarks. The PTSP can be seen as a special case of our problem with only P 1 patients and only one vehicle on each day. Compared with min-max MTSP solved in Section 5.3, the PTSP has been extensively studied [19, [64] [65] [66] [67] . Note that the classical PTSP has a constraint that at least one customer must be visited each day, which was introduced by Chao et al. [65] .
This constraint is not meaningful in our problem and most real-life applications, so it is ignored in our heuristic and experiments. In order to test our approach, first, based on the classical PTSP benchmarks of Cordeau et al. [6] , we derive 22 new test instances. We set new patterns to the customers in the Cordeau's benchmark, which forbid empty routes on each day in feasible solutions. Other data, e.g., the locations of the depot and customers are used directly. TS I-F-S is compared with the tabu search designed by Cordeau et al. [6] for the PTSP. For each test instance Cordeau's tabu search is executed 10 times on a 2.66G CPU, and each run stops with maximal 15000 iterations. Our TS I-F-S also solves each instance 10 times. It is stopped when running time reached the same as Cordeau's tabu search. Results are shown in Table 10 . Table 10 For small instances (less than 100 customers), we set the stop criterion as the total running time of 5 minutes, and for larger instances the TS I-F-S was executed with time limit of 15 minutes. The comparison is presented in Table 11 . To have a full comparison with all other 27 PTSP methods, we also present in Table 11 results of the following state-of-the-art algorithms: the heuristics of Chao et al. [65] in column 'CGW' and of Paletta [66] in 'P', the tabu search of Cordeau et al. [6] in 'CGL', the heuristic algorithms of Bertazzi et al. [67] in 'BPS' and of Hemmelmayr et al. [19] in 'HDH', and a set-covering based heuristic algorithm of Cacchiani et al. [27] in 'CHT'. Since both Cacchiani et al. [27] and our TS I-F-S neglect the constraint introduced by Chao et al. [65] , results of these two approaches may not be feasible with respect to this constraint. Such results are marked with double asterisks '**'. We consider all instances in the computation of the average percentage gap with approach of Cacchiani et al. For other state-of-the-art algorithms, we do not consider these 'infeasible' instances when calculating percentage gaps. As shown in Table 11 , CHT finds 3 new best solutions which break Chao et al. constraint (p03, p06 and p09), while TS I-F-S finds 7 such solutions (p01, p03, p04, p06, p09, p17 and p19). For three common instances p03, p06 and p09, TS I-F-S finds better solutions than CHT. Besides these new solutions, TS I-F-S reaches the same best solutions 5 times (instances p11-p15).
Although our approach is able to find new best solutions, it is slightly dominated on average by several specialized algorithms; the gaps among other algorithms are: -0.96%, state that TS I-F-S performs better than CHT when best solutions do not use all vehicles, and it performs worse otherwise. It means that TS I-F-S can be improved when it is likely that not all vehicles will be used. Boldface shows the best result among approaches.
Conclusions and future research
This paper investigates a special periodic vehicle routing problem with time windows in home health care industry, an extension of the classical PVRP and PTSP. The problem is of interest because of its theoretical complexity and of the important practical applications in the home health care logistics. We propose hybridization of tabu search and different local search schemes, for solving this complex problem. One salient feature of our approach is the hybridization of feasible and infeasible local search methods in the tabu search algorithm for solving the vehicle routing problem. Different integration strategies of feasible and infeasible local searches are tested on different scales and types test instances. We find experimentally that infeasible local search with small probability followed by a feasible local search with high probability outperforms other strategies. Our proposed methods are also extensively tested on different test instances, including VRPTW-based benchmarks, min-max Multiple TSP, Periodic Traveling Salesman Problem, and real-life data from a HHC company.
Future research can be pursued in several directions. First, it is interesting to consider explicitly the planning decision and daily routing decisions instead of the implicit patient demand pattern model of this paper. This requires the modeling of patient demand and the therapeutic protocols of patients. Another important research direction is to take into account the uncertainties of demand and availabilities times in the planning and routing decisions.
Another relevant research direction is the real time routing decisions to face arrival of emergency demands and random perturbations. 
